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General Education:
Let's Be Specific!
By C.

WWIN HOWARD

To many of those who have been vitally interested in the advancement
of General Education over a period of years, it seems that much has been
written, and more said, of the philosophy of General Education but considerably less about the specifics of its implementation. It is without
question that the philosophy of general studies is essential to the planning of
an educational program. Also, few would deny the necessity for the continuous promulgation of that philosophy. But for those who have accepted
the general philosophy of General Education, whether long ago or recently,
there is the continuing and often pressing need to transform philosophy into
action. Philosophy must finally come alive in specifics. The process usually
involves seeking answers to specific questions: What exactly should a
General Education program contain? How should General Education
courses be taught? Who should teach General Education courses? How
should a General Education program be organized? How should a General
Education program be administered? Of course, these are questions for
which answers are never final; for though the substance of General
Education is the universal and timeless, the nature of learning is change,
and each age, perhaps each generation, will reassess its essential knowledge
as well as its ways of imparting this. The translation of philosophy into
specific programs is, therefore, a continuing activity.
It is to the questions of specifics which this activity initiates that this
year's conference of the Association of General and Liberal Studies,
October 16-18 at Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro,
Tennessee, will address itself. In planning the program the attempt has
been to avoid the overly general, theoretical and evangelical and seek in-
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stead to concentrate on alternate methods of organizing General Education
programs , techniques of teaching General Education courses, and the
content of specific courses in the humanities , fine arts , social sciences, and
natural sciences.
Dr. Harold Taylor , the keynote speaker of the confe rence, is a man
usually well prepared to initiate the translation of philosophy into action.
Having begun his career as a teacher of philosophy , Dr. Taylor has been for
over thirty yea rs. as college president and teacher , an educational in novator: in curriculum , in teaching, and in administration. Perhaps no
book of the 1970's has been so bold in its as.sertion of the changes necessary
in the contemporary institution of higher learning or so specific in the ways
of achieving change as Dr. Taylor's How to Change Colleges: Not es 011
Radical R eform. Dr. Taylor's addres.s to the conference on Thursday ,
October 16 , at six P. M. , will present the specific objectives of General
Education.
Two concurrent ses.sions will begin the conference activity on Friday
morrung.
One "Contrasting Structures for Presenting General
Education'' will examine alternate methods for organizing General
Education in the four -year institution. The object will be to identify specific
strengths and weaknesses , advantages and disadvantages of differing
program structures at four four -year colleges. Presf'nting the structures of
their institutions will be the following: S. D. Lovell, Dean of the General
Studies Division of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville ; Candadai
Seshachari , Director of General Education at Weber State (Utah) College ;
John Nichols , Core Curriculum Coordinator at Saint Joseph's College of
Indiana; and Douglas Dunham , Professor of Social Science at Michigan
State University.
Concurrently, "General Education and the two-year College" will be led
by Otto Kolar, Assistant Dean of the School of University Transfer Studies
of Triton College, Illinois; Richard Bedics , Instructional Development
Services. Pensacola junior College , Pensacola , Florida; and Lloyd Monnin ,
Chairman of General Education , Clark Technical College , Springfield ,
Ohio. Dean Kolar's recently completed Survey on General Education
Curriculum compiles the opinions of administrators of two-year colleges
relative to General Education requirements for the associate de,l.:\Tee. Dr.
Beclics will discuss the new program of General Education proposed at
Pensacola. Dr. Monnin's contribution to the panel discus.sion will deal
specifically with a General Education program for two -year career-oriented
students.
Friday afternoon's sessions will focus on the specific content of general
education courses in three areas generally found in all programs: the
humanities and fine arts , the social sciences , and the natural sciences.
Sessions on each area will meet concurrently. Panelists for the ses.sion on
fine arts and humanities will be Henry-York Steiner of Eastern Washington
State College; Bernard F. Engel , Michigan State University; Phylis Colyer ,
Oklahoma City University: and Leonard Heldreth , Northern Michigan
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University (alternate). The panel on content of general education courses in
the social sciences will be Nita H. Hardie of Western Michigan University;
Paul F. Haas of Bowling Green State University; Midori Y. Banks , Frost burg State College ; and Everett Van Devoort , Joliet Junior College
(alternate). Panelists speaking of content in the natural sciences will be
Donald E. Crawford, College of St. Teresa; Gerald Parchment, Middle
Tennessee State University; and Paul H. Barrett, Michigan State
University. In each scs.sion audience participation will be encouraged.
Friday afternoon's sessions will offer conference participants a choice of
symposiums: "What Arc Some Specific Characteristics and Approaches of
Teachers Who Excel in General Education Instruction?" and " Learning
Resources . Innovation and General Education." Those who choose the
symposium on specific characteristics of teachers who excel in teaching
General Education courses will benefit from a delineation of such
teachers "The Ideal Generalist" - by Theodore E. Kiffer, Director of
General Education in Humanities and Social Studies at Pennsylvania State
University. No less interesting and instructive will be Boston University's
College of Basic Studies' "Team Structure for Presenting General
Ed•_ication. " Peyton E. Richter and a team of colleagues representing
psychology and guidance, science , rhetoric, social sciences, and the
humanities "a kind of college within a college" - will present a panel
discussion on their interdisciplinary approach to General Education content
and teaching.
Concurrently, the symposium " Leaming Resources , Innovation , and
General Education" will take place in the Multimedia Presentation Room
of the newly completed Learning Resources Center on the campus of
Middle Tennessee State University. Dr. Howard Clayton , Editor of
L earning Today and Profes.sor of Library Science at Oklahoma University ,
will present the Library -College Concept. This educational concept em phasizes learner-directed activities through use of self-selected study tools
within the typical classroom setting. Dr. Jane Featherstone , Director of
Comprehensive English , Ame rican Thought and Language at Michigan
State, will speak directly to means of developing study and learning skills
through cooperative effort of subject matter and learning resource center
instructors. Dr. William.Jackson , Director of Instructional Development at
Middle Tennessee State University , will be concerned with the specifics of
planning the instructional design for General Education: What , why, when
and where in the use of instructional resources. Following Friday afternoon's concurrent ses.sions, a tour of the new Learning Resources Center
will be conducted by the director , Dr. Marshall Gunselman. Featured will
be the personalized learning laboratory , interaction rooms and isolettes ,
and the environmental simulation laboratory.
The pl a nning committee for this year's conference, recognizing the
great value deriving from informal discussions among participants, has
sought to provide time for these between and after scheduled sessions.
1975 will be the Year of General Education at Middle Tennessee State
5l

University; for not entirely coincidental with the annual meeting of the
A.G.L.S. on its campus, Middle Tennes.see will , after twenty -two years ,
inaugurate a new General Education program. Recent experience ,
sometimes painful , in hammering out the specifics of a viable General
Education structure and program content has motivated the planning
committee to see~ in the conference program specific answers to specific
questions likely to confront all who are revising old programs or developing
new ones.
For those who are unfamiliar with Tennes.see , Murfreesboro , the home
of Middle Tennessee State University, is located in the exact geographical
center of the state thirty miles southeast of Nashville. Nashville's
Metropolitan Airport is a terminal for all major national airlines. Transportation to and from the Nashville Airport and the Ramada Inn conference headquarters in Murfreesboro will be provided at no cost.
As usual, the registration fee of $25 will include the social hour
Thursday afternoon , dinner Thursday , lunch and dinner Friday , and
busines.s -meeting breakfast Saturday. For those who can arrange only one
day , a special one-day registration will be available for Friday, October 17.
The fee of $9 .00 will include lunch.
Plan now to attend an interesting and stimulating meeting of the
A .G .L.S. in the glow of a Middle Tennessee fall .

O====
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General Education
As An Alternative
To Liberal Education
By RAYMOND

KoLCABA

At the Eastern Campus of Cuyahoga Community College , the campus
community as a whole has taken seriously the district -wide commitment to
general education. Rather than spell out the nature of general education,
the campus president left the concept open-ended and invited faculty to
discover its meaning through their own experiments and innovative efforts .
Issues shrouding the role of schools are at times distilled into two views.
Either schools train students in conformity with ordinary life patterns of
society or they promote the personal growth of students without an eye to
those patterns. The former has been criticized as unwarrantedly narrowing,
perhaps , turning out persons as wheel cogs or interchangeable parts for the
societal machine. The latter has been criticized as promoting the
development of persons incompetent in ordinary survival skills, such that ,
an excruciating life of reality therapy is required to undo the damage. Of
course the "either-or" delineation of issues on a complex subject is suspect.
The optimum would be to view each position in fresh perspective by ad dressing them quite late in development of a new approach . The present
thesis is the beginning of such an approach.
The orientation and commitment of the present work is to view schools
as nurturing individuals . Full personhood is assumed as deriving from
growth activities where the individual is respected as an autonomous
person. Such persons are aided in unfolding where institutional depen dencies are minimized. A person's optimum basis for living and survival is
rooted in an articulated value system discovered by the individual and
central to struc turing school and all other activities. The meld of individual
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values and current social realities are grounded in activities joining the two
where role and position are comprehended between them. Action in accordance with a value system is a commitment, an identity commitment , to
it , and given that the system is freely chosen, places responsibility upon the
individual for those values and the life they promise in contemporary
society. Such a picture of the inruvidual lurks behind the scenes of what
follows.
The climate at Eastern encouraged interactions of experience that
crossed the barriers of traditional curriculum development. As a result, the
present paper is in part an extension of dialog with a cross section of the
campus community which took the present writer beyond the ordinary
limitations of his native discipline. In all, major contributions originated in
on-going brain storming sessions with a colleague, in in-service and
workshop themes developed by a dean, in intensive multiple hour
ruscussions with the campus president, and in continuing perspicacious
dialog with a student.
The major source of experimentation, the results of which gave rise to
the better portion of what follows, was the attempt to develop an interdisciplinary humanities program by implementing on a trial basis as
many new teaching strategies, curriculum sub-components, and alternative
pictures of the human dimension of the teaching-learning situation as could
be dreamed of.
After seeing these processes through their first two years, it became clear
that the evolving concept of general education was so unique an
educational point of view that it stood in many ways antithetical to common
interpretations of liberal education. In order to reveal these differences I
thought it a good exercise to compare the two in order to reveal advantages
of this special concept.
In this century, liberal education has seen many changes which put it in
an advanced evolutionary stage as an applied educational philosophy. In
place of offering a caricature of this advanced stage , I utilize the traditional
view of liberal education politically, as a foil off which to bounce general
education concepts. This view is a description of the ordinary state of
educational affairs employing the lecture method in the standard classroom
with the trarutional rusciplines for the normal four year experience. Thus,
although it is true that this characterization is unfair when squared against
progressive views of liberal education , my purpose in using it is the purely
pedagogical one of revealing in direct fashion the advantages of general
education. If revised liberal education eventually becomes in the main what
I call general education, all well and good.
In the following, the special formulation of general education and the
traditional concept of liberal education are compared in a point by point
manner (items of the same number address the same issue). Implications of
the traditional view of liberal education can be grasped by reading down
the first column and elements of general education by reading down the
second. The points in each passage are brief and do not pretend to be
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demonstrated through argument. In brevity the checklist format is
preserved. The points in each comparison are intended as controversial. For
this reason , the lists may serve as a handy in-service tool.
THE TRADIT IONAL VIEW OF
LIBERAL EDUCATION

A SPECIAL FORMULATION
OF GENERAL EDUCATION

I.

I.

Primarily,
the teacher's
educational purposes are
expected to be adopted by
students as their purposes.

Primarily , student educational
purposes are expected to be
adopted by teachers.

2. Teacher experiences are more
important than student experiences. In -class activities
are, for the most part , teacher
activities.

2. Student experiences are more
important than teacher experiences. In-class activities
are, for the most part , student
activities.

3.

The teacher tries to tie
students into a spectator role in
relation to his or her process ,
i.e. a captive audience.

3 . The teacher facilitates student
process. In doing so, the
teacher is aware of his or her
process and students' processes
where the goal is to facilitate
student process .

4.

Curriculum 1s compartmentalized
into disciplines
where a " big" picture emerges
through four years of endeavor.

4.

5.

Grading measures are used as
the
pnmary
means
of
evaluating students. These are
administered external to the
student.

5. Self evaluation is used in
response to work accomplished.
This is administered by the
student.

6.

Mastery of course subject
matter is the primary student
goal. Basic learning consists in
information retention.

6.

Mastery of skills for projected
creative use in future activities
is the primary student goal.
Basic learning employs student
creativity as its source.

7.

Information is learned because
it is part of a discipline.

7.

Information is learned because
the student identifies that it is
essential to the performance of
later life activities.
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Curriculum is designed in
relation to student needs with
an eye to what can be used in
later living. The curriculum is
highly flexible in design.

8.

Knowledge about persons 1s
learned in the "third" person.

8.

Self knowledge is cultivated as
the spnng board for understanding other persons.

9.

Cou rscs are teacher centered.

9.

Courses a re student centered.

10.

Studies are limited to the
classroom setting. A student's
experiences arc limited to the
academic community and his
native community.

10.

Studies are spun off into
vanous communities via In vestigative field trips. Students
have experiences in a variety of
commumucs.

11.

Student growth is measured on
a comparative scale with other
members of a class (i.e. grades,
points. and objectives).

11.

Student growth is measured by
a student comparing his early
work with his later work.

12.

Student in-school tasks are the
stock academic ones.

12.

Student in -school tasks are
open -ended. They cover the
full range of what it is to be a
human being.

13.

There is no student choice in
classroom work.

13.

Students have many options
for classroom work and can
create others.

14.

The teacher does not participate m assignments but
rather watches, supervises, or
moves on to more important
work.

14.

The teacher participates in all
assignments and shares experiences with students.

15.

The teacher-student relation is
that
of
parent child,
boss employee, or profes sional client.

15.

The teacher -s tudent relation is
that of friends or acquamtances.

16.

Class interaction 1s dis couraged except in relation to
the teacher.

16.

Class interaction is encouraged
among all members of the
class.

l 7.

Students fall back on their
strengths in order to survive
grade wise. Consequently, they
avoid their weaknesses .

17. Students are not penalized
through a grading system, but
are rewarded for attempting
what they can't already do well.
The development of self
knowledge and self capability
are encouraged and rewarded.
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18 .

Knowledge is acquired for
some unidentifiable point in
later life.

18.

Knowledge is acquired for
life
activities ,
foreseeable
examples of which are performed (insofar as possible) m
the classroom.

19.

are
pre-packaged
Courses
commodities which students
"take."

19.

Courses are designed while the
course is in progress as student
needs and interests surface.
Students help design the
course.

20.

New concepts are developed
only on a verbal level.

20.

New concepts are developed in
terms of student experiences
(when
possible
in
the
classroom). The richer the
experience the.better.

21.

Verbal modes of communication are used almost
exclusively (i.e. reading .
writing. speaking').

21.

Communication is treated
from a whole -person point of
view: m many courses, no
preference is given to one mode
over another (i.e. dance ,
writing. photography , etc.).

22.

Students learn about select
achievements of the grca test
talents in human history.

22.

Students
learn
about
achievements native to their
interests , exposures , and needs.
Emphasis is placed upon the
culture which a student
represents and the culture m
which he intends to live.

23.

Learning is classroom based.

23.

Learning 1s community or
region based with the college as
just one community institution.

24.

Assignments
based.

24.

Assignments arc experientially
and activity based.

25.

Students arc responsible for
learning course "content."

are

text book

25. Students a re responsible for
learning "how" to learn while
learning course content (i.e.
course content is a vehicle for
mastering skills basic to
learning anything whatsoe\·cr).
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26.

Courses are oriented to past
achievements ,

26.

Courses are oriented to present
and future activities.

27.

Values are talked about.

27.

Values are experienced.

28.

Perceptual skills have place
only in the fine arts.

28.

29. Social skills are neglected by
the curriculum as well as m
classroom activities.

Perceptual skills are essential
most learning.

to

29. Social skills are instrumental in
designing the curriculum as
well as key to in-class activity.

30.

Classroom norms are based on
implied threats.

30.

31.

Personal and social threats
guide student performance.

31. Student performance 1s self
guided and group guided with
no implied threats.

32.

The in-class environment is set
by the institution.

32. The in -class environment 1s
created by the class. Their
identity is invested in it.

33.

Class time sequences are set by
the institution (e.g. 50-minute
classes). Time is organized for
the student by the teacher.

33. Class time sequences are based
on what students are doing.
Students have occasion to
organize and learn to organize
their time.

34.

In the classroom, students
learn about political , cultural ,
and social institutions in their
communities.

34. Students learn how to use
political , cultural , and social
institutions as resources in their
lives through direct access ( e.g.
student -community
projects,
field trips).

Classroom norms are based
upon group chosen self
governance.

35. Students learn about disciplines; teachers talk about
their disciplines.

35.

36. Students learn to be teacher
guided and teacher dependent.

36. Students learn to be selfguided and teacher in dependent.

37.

37.

Learning is for enriching and
rounding out the individual.
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Students do disciplines;
teachers do their disciplines in
the classroom (when possible).

Learning 1s for application in
living.

Students are reinforced m
viewing their work external to
thernseh·es as "school work ...
course work. assignments.
and or requirements.

38.

Students are reinforced m
\'iewing their work as theirs
(they are encouraged to take
ownership over it).

39 . Success or failure polarities are
the nonn.

39.

There is no total success or
failure. just a series of pieces of
work. each with many merits
and many ways each can be
improved .

..JO.

Work is indirectly compared to
the work of great genius' in the
past.

..JO.

Work is compared to a
student's earlier work. Within
his work the student develops
his own ideals .

..J 1.

After a four -year experience.
persons a re cor1Sidered to be
educated.

..J 1.

Education IS a life
continuing process.

..J2.

A single mode of ir1Struction
dominates class time.

42.

As many alternative modes of
instruction are provided as is
possible.

..J3.

Little effort is made to
demonstrate application of
knowledge to contemporary
life.

43 . Application of knowledge

44.

The sole class resource 1s the
teacher.

44.

The teacher, students, and
persons from the community
are utilized as resources.

45.

Student competition
phasized.

1s em-

4:'J.

Student collaboration and
cooperation are emphasized.

46.

Only classrooms, labs, the
library and gymnasium are
designed for learning activities.
Accordingly, classes must be
centralized.

46.

All public spaces are designed
for
learning
act1v1t1es.
Accordingly, classes can be
decentralized .

38.

long.

to

contemporary life is an integral
part of any course.
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Students are in a single
role as students.

4 7.

Students can perfonn roles
according
to capability:
teacher, discussion group
leader, activity group leader,
tutor to other students, etc.

48. Student learning is governed
by the pace of the class as a
group. Class norms establish
some students as "slow" others
as "advanced."

48.

Student learning is governed
by the individual student·s
pace. No student is earmarked
"slow" or "advanced. "

49.

Feedback to the student about
his or her accomplishments and
progress is exclusively on the
occasion that exams or papers
are returned.

49.

Students can receive feedback
from a teacher at any appropriate time. especially while
student work is in progress.

50.

Courses are arranged according to disciplines where the
student takes courses which
increase in specialization year
by year.

SO.

Courses are designed in
correlation with student needs.
Accordingly , they are usually
interdisciplinary , and at any
year level they could be highly
specialized ,
moderately
specialized, or non-specialized
(where appropriate).

47.

The gemeral education claims are part of an educational philosophy.
Certainly it is unreasonable to expect that most of them be included as goals
in designing a single course or program of courses. Rather, single courses or
programs of courses can be planned to address a healthy subset of the list.
The multiple programs at any institution can, as a group , cover most of
them. The Humanities Program at Eastern employs eighteen items as bases
to course design with minor emphases on ten others.*

• I would like to extend credit and deep apreciation to Campus President Robert E.
Shepack, Dean David C. Mitchell , colleague / master teacher Edward Miggins, and de voted student Pamela Brown Drumheller for major contributions to the present work.
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Behaviorism in the Classroom
By

MILTON KoRNFELD

In trying to find a better way to motivate and evaluate my students ,
what I did last year was , essentially, to borrow an idea which appeared in
Chanf!.e Maf!.azine (April , 1973) under the title "Behaviorism in the
Classroom ," by Elaine G . Breslaw. Ms . Breslaw teaches history at Morgan
State College in Baltimore, and her description of student behavior at this
predominantly black school indicated that her students were enough like
my own to warrant consideration of this approach to motivating and
evaluating students . In regard to her students Ms. Breslaw's concerns were
not dissimilar from my own:
"I wanted to motivate students to attend class regularly, prepare
reading assignments in advance , complete written work on time,
read more deeply in subjects that interested them and avoid the need
for official excuses for missing examinations . I hoped to encourage
good study habits that in turn would lead to the acquisition of
knowledge and high grades as ends in themselves - and, finally , to a
heightened interest in the study of (Humanities)." (p. 53)
I was also motivated by the desire to try out a system which might simplify
the grading process by cutting back on the hair splitting distinctions of
"C +" or " B-", and also find a way of harnessing student effort and
rewarding those students who , while not necessarily "bright" enough for
high grades , were solid and consistent workers who were too often the
victims of outrageous fortune's slings and arrows , i.e ., "other people don't
study and ge t better grades than I do" types. Finally , I wanted a rational
system for coping with attendance , lateness, and the general gamut of
student excuses which didn't force me into a policeman posture .
On the first day of class I handed out a sheet , much like this (see below) ,
61

which explained the system of evaluation we'd use during the year. The
students were interested as well as confused, but after lengthy explanation
they seemed satisfied and looked forward to a new way of coping with the
obstacles school presents.
Team II

Old Wine in New Bottles
Grading System for Humanities:
Maxz'mum Unzis
3 Papers
4½
3 Quizzes
3
l Precis
l
Final Exam
3
Attendance
Class Participation
Credit for doing 6 of 7
assignments
14½

Profes.sor Kornfeld

A = 11
B

C

D

= 9
= 7
= 5

Papers will be assigned at least two weeks in advance of due
date. They will be graded on the basis on ½, 1, l ½ units.
Quizzes will all be announced in advance and will incorporate work
from the week before the quiz, as well as material we will be studying
that week .
Attendance credit for attending 12 out of 14 classes. Coming to class
later than 10 minutes after the start of class will count for ½ an absence ,
as will splitting at the class break.
With the exception of valid medical excuses all papers are due on the
day assigned. If you can't get it in that day there is a 24-hour grace
period .. . after that , tough.
Since I feel intensive writing about literature is an important way of
learning to read and appreciate it , my course was heavily oriented toward
writing. The papers were assigned two weeks in advance and there was an
assignment due each month. The grading was on the following scale: A "U"
was an unsatisfactory paper and received no credit; a"½ S" was worth ½ a
credit and denoted a marginally acceptable piece of work; this ½ credit was
introduced in the second semester since I found myself hamstrung by the
"U" or "S" distinction during the first semester; an "S" was awarded for
satisfactory or acceptable work and worth l credit ; an "E" was awarded for
excellent work and worth l ½ credits. At this point you might say , well ,
what has been accomplished here - the subtle 11 point scale of A through F
has been replaced by a crude 4 point scale . To an extent that's what has
happened, but the need for this will become apparent shortly.
I also wanted students to be prepared for clas.s and to be responsible fo r
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the material we were covering. To accomplish this I decided that frequent
quizzes which could be quickly graded and returned made more sense than
longish exams which tied up my time and delayed feedback unnecessarily.
These were graded on an "S" or "U" scale with a student having to get 6 of 9
questions right for an S.
The precis was an exercise in close reading and concise writing. I
distributed essays (three the first semester, one the second) on literature or
film and asked the students to write a resume in their own words, or no
more than 500 words. The essays were usually tough and the precises were
graded on an "S" or "U" basis. Since I was grading for content and information these could be read very quickly and didn't consume much of my
time.
With the exception of the final exam, all work was optional. I explained
to the students that this was so not because I didn't care whether they did
the work , but because I felt they should exercise some choice about when
and how they did their work, and if they had a Social Science exam the
same week a Humanities paper was due, there was no sense killing themselves and doing mediocre work for both courses. If they wished , they could
easily make up the work in Humanities by opting for the next assignment. I
also felt the coercive nature of many assignments leads to students resentfully and sullenly doing work they have no real feeling for. I also explained
that the broad range of options provided gave each person an opportunity
to do well in areas in which he / she was strongest, and to experiment and
learn in other areas . Finally, by putting all work on the same quantitative
scale it was possible to know exactly how well one was doing at any point in
the semester , and how much work one had to do to receive a grade he/ she
desired.
My own evaluation of this system is that it worked well; while I can't say
whether all my behavioral objectives were achieved , most of my students
worked consistently and with determination throughout the year. During
the first semester when I had approximately 110 students, I received an
average of 81 papers for each assignment, and 71 precises for each precis
assignment. In response to a questionnaire at the end of the first semester ,
95% of the students polled (N = 80) liked the broad range of assignments
the plan offered; 85% were pleased that so much of the responsibility for
what kind of work was done was left with them (significantly, while I gave
31 D's and 9 F's at the end of the first semester, not one student complained
of these grades and they realized, I think, that they deserved what they got);
69% felt the grading system helped motivate them to come to class; 71%
felt the system and the options provided had a positive effect on their grade;
59% felt the option on attendance helped get them to class; 84% felt the
work load in the course realistic; and 88% basically liked the system. Over
both semesters my class attendance was spectacular: 88% for the first
semester and dipping to 85% for second semester (sections met for two
hours once a week).
While many students felt I was a tough grader, most felt I was fair, and
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this seemed like one of the keys to this system working effectively - most
students felt the rules were clear and due process was being observed. The
greatest complaint during the first semester was from students who were
getting "U's" on their papers. They felt they were getting the same "reward"
as those who didn't hand in any work . To remedy this I devised the 6/7
option for the second semester and gave credit, albeit not much , for sheer
quantity of work done . Some people who consistently received "S" grades
felt disconsolate because they felt they weren't progressing. This is a serious
and substantive problem. As I saw it, the "S" range was a broad category
running from a low C to a middle B grade, and it is probable that a great
many students will fall into that range. One could point out that consistency
at that level is something of a virtue (a mealymouthed defense at best) or
encourage the poor bugger to work harder, or finally , have the student keep
a folder with all his work and then comment on the progress he shows as his
folder grows over the year. Ultimately one might have to admit that there
are limits to growth , and tell the student to concentrate on some other
discipline.
Regardless of one's philosophic feelings about social engineering and
behaviorism, pedagogical necessity and an eclectic attitude toward our
profession certainly warrants serious consideration of this approach.
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The Academic Meritocracy
By DAVID

KATZ

"Virtue ," Emerson assures us, "is the only reward of virtue. " Yet, as
every academic knows , this seemingly elementary axiom has long been
obsolete . Indeed , the very meaning of virtue has changed since Emerson's
day, when the concept referred to a quality of being acquired through
intense introspection and manifested in one's daily relations with others. As
currently defined in the academy virtue is simultaneously more tangible
and more prosaic. It is the status one acquires through the accumulation of
certain types of credits : assignment to prestigious committees, active
participation at professional meetings and , especially, a suitably impressive
list of publications . Quantity rather than quality of production has often
become the true foundation of virtue in academe as elsewhere in American
society . In the academic milieu , this principle sometimes assumes a stark
simplicity: one book , for example, may be "worth" an assistant
professorship ; two books, associate status; three books, the Nirvana of "flag
rank " and the envious glances of those further down the professorial
hierarchy.
Usually , however, the rules of the game are somewhat more complex.
The players , rather than striving to achieve explicit , pre-established performance criteria , actually compete against each other in a never ending
contest of one -upmanship . It is this ideal type meritocratic system (so
curiously reminiscent of the Soviet "socialist emulation" competitions, c.
1935) which now appears to prevail in most academic departments. The
purpose of this article is to briefly consider some of the historical and
sociological factors which help to account for the system's growth , pervasiveness and durability.
American entrance into the Second World War provides a logical
starting point for such an investigation. Until 1941 , American higher
education was basically a two-tiered arrangement consisting of a handful of
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"Establishment" institutions, which functioned as finishing schools for the
older segments of the upper- and upper-middle-classes , and a much larger
network of "provincial" institutions, whose largely native-born, middleclass graduates staffed the lower echelons of the professions as well as
similar slots in the corporate and entrepreneurial business world .1
The socio-economic status of the system's faculty generally
corresponded to that of their students, but there were significant differences
between the two groups. To borrow Robert Merton's famous typology,2 the
prewar professoriat contained an inordinate number of "ritualists" and
"rebels, " i.e. , individuals who rejected the competitive and materialistic
values prevailing in the larger society . Adoption of this outsider role, which
like any form of deviance can be ascribed to various causes , had significant
psychological and materials costs , but it also had numerous compensations;
e.g. , ample leisure for the cultivation of research interests as well as a
certain collective esprzi , which developed easily within the confines of
relatively small, homogeneous academic communities. 3
Academe's isolation andgem einshafthch environment were irrevocably
shattered by the war. For the first time in American history, academic
institutions were required to extensively synchronize their daily operations
with those of the larger society. "Establishment" and "provincial"
universities alike were rapidly transformed from intellectual enclaves into
scientific and intelligence bases mobilized to defend the nation.
This sudden and profound shift in academic -societal relations (symbolized most dramatically by the Manhattan Project) affected a major
change in the conventional conception of the academic and the academic's
conception of himself. Most importantly, opportunities for garnering
research funds and influence within powerful and hitherto inaccessible nonacademic circles encouraged some professors to shed their previous identities as marginal, cloistered and essentially passive individuals and to
assume a new role : that of the academic entrepreneur adept at dealing with
politicians , military brass and businessmen in the calculative , manipulative
style of the larger society. This radically revised self.image also carried over
into dealings with colleagues , who were now often perceived as actual or
potential rivals in a game of increasingly high stakes. To be a winner in that
game required not only a well developed political sense, but also a
demonstrated capacity for achieving "results," a criterion often measured in
terms of both quantity and quality of production . In short , by 1945 , innovative academics were already acquiring the self-image and competitive
ethos which ideally characterize the members of a meritocracy.•
Postwar developments further accelerated the emergence of a fully
realized meritocratic system. Two factors were especially important in this
regard : increasingly generous outside support for university-based research ,
and the massification of higher education .
During the period 1945 -1968 , universities were full y integrated into a
new gove rnment-business -education axis , while federal support for research
was broadened into new domestic policy areas . This new arrangement was
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in marked contrast to academic-government cooperation in the same areas
during the Thirties. At that time, a small , elite "Brains Trust" of
"Establishment" professors, e.g., Columbia's Rexford Tugwell and A. A.
Berle, had entered government service to help plan New Deal social and
economic strategy. 5 In contrast, in the Fifties and Sixties, government
entered the universities to solicit expert guidance and research from a much
enlarged corps of domestic advisors. This process reached a climax of sorts
in the middle Sixties, when significant numbers of social scientists qua
policy advisors were inducted to fight the War on Poverty.
During the same period, another segment of the professoriat was being
mobilized to fight on America's "second front, " i.e., the Cold War. One
can , in fact , trace a clear correlation between the shifting political focus of
that struggle and the federally funded research interests of American
political scientists specializing in foreign affairs, Basically, the following
distinct stages are discernible:
I. 1945 -1954 , the bipolar period of direct Soviet-American confrontation , during which institutional sub -units like the Russian Research
Center at Harvard received large government subsidies to study Soviet
society, strategy, and resources .
2. 1955-1961 , the grand strategy era, marked by intense debate over
nuclear and conventional strategy options and the alleged American
scientific/technological inferiority vis a vis the Soviet Union . Witnessed the
emergence of prominent university and "think-tank" consultants, e.g.
Henry Kissinger and Herman Kahn, as well as massive increases in federal
support for research in the physical sciences.
3 . 1962-1968 , the "petit" strategy period, in which academics provided
political decision -makers with numerous studies on the causes of sociopolitical disequilibrium in the Third World.
The moral implications of these increasingly intimate governmentuniversity connections have bee n pondered by many observers;6 the
meritocratic implications of the relationship have been relatively ignored.
Nevertheless, this much is clear ; if World War II was the meritocracy's
"take-off ' phase , then the postwar era was the system's period of
maturation. The intersecting exigencies of international crisis and domestic
c hange encouraged the inclusion of an ever larger and more varied segment
of the professoriat within the system's orbit. Moreover, successive shifts in
grantor (i.e ., government) areas of concern, especially but not exclusively in
the foreign policy field , stimulated a capacity for nimble adaptibility
among potential grantees . Finally , the uncertainty over future gr an tor
needs helped to heighten both anxiety and rivalry within professional ranks:
successful meritocratic competition increasingly required a keen awareness
of present and future grantor needs and a proven "track record," i.e. , an
impressive bibliography , which could project the competitor into the front
ranks of those applying for research support.
Changes in the institutional relationship between government and
university thus helped to foster an ideal meritocratic climate characterized
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by insatiable status anxiety and an intensely competitive orientation. At the
same time, intra-institutional change - viz. , the massification of higher
education, coupled with the proliferation of new academic
specialties - increasingly inhibited communication within departments.
Under these conditions, the "clubby" ambience of prewar days could no
longer be sustained ; evaluation of profes.sional competence and accomplishment became progres.sively more impersonal and quantitative as
the expanded profes.soriat itself became increasingly atomized and
specialized. The biblical injunction "Verily, ye shall know them by their
works" thus acquired a new and rather literal meaning for those who entered the academy after World War II .
Will the meritocracy survive in the years ahead? Until the late Sixties,
such a question would never have been raised: the steady growth of the
meritocratic system seemed assured ; its harsh but seemingly equitable logic
was generally accepted , even by those whose mediocre talents and limited
competitive drive consigned them to the ultima Thu/es of academe .
Recently , however, there have been a number of new developments which
collectively pose a serious threat to the survival of meritocratic values. In
order of importance, these are:
1. the precipitous post-1968 decline in federal support for the natural
and social sciences . Availability of these research funds undoubtedly
stimulated academic productivity and competition in the 1942-1968 period .
Consequently , their 105.5 has had some deleterious effect.
2 . the impact of "affirmative action" and related policies , which,
whatever their normative validity, are in clear conflict with meritocratic
principles.
3. the virtual collapse of the academic job market in many fields . As a
result, large numbers of potential competitors have been dissuaded from
entering academe , while those already in it have found their upward
mobility blocked by restrictions on promotions and tenure. What is particularly disturbing is that the basic cause of the current crisis appears to be
structural in nature: viz ., the growing skepticism regarding the economic
value of traditional higher education.
Framed in this way, the outlook does indeed appear very bleak . Yet ,
these same factors, when analyzed from a somewhat different perspective ,
should forestall any premature conclusions about the meritocracy's imminent demise. For example , the current decline in federal support for
research and curriculum innovation may well be reversed by a new
Administration , especially one headed by a JFK-style reformer committed
to "excellence" and an experimental approach to the solution of social
problems. Similarly , proponents of "affirmative action" programs indignantly reject the suggestion that they are trying to destroy meritocratic
competition. In their view, quota systems and related devices are merely
designed to partially and temporarily suspend the rules of a game which has
been unfairly rigged against certain groups. The as.sumption is that women
and members of racial minorities, once assimilated into the competitive
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system , will be quite capable of holding their own against their white male
counterparts. 7 Over the long term , then, "affirmative action" programs
could stimulate rather than enervate the meritocracy.
The unprecedented structural crisis besetting higher education may well
have the same invigorating effects, even though it has forced many highly
talented graduate students to seek non-academic employment. For those
already committed to academe, hard times and nebulous legislative
demands for "accountability" have combined to greatly intensify the
pressures for achievement. At many institutions, academics are no longer
competing for advancement and peer recognition; instead, they are
struggling for professional and economic survival. These higher stakes
should insure a comparably higher level of performance from most players
of the meritocratic game .
NOTES
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See , Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University (New
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A Learner's Viewpoint
By

EUGENE WINE

Most of the articles we read about general education are written by
those who either teach or administer some kind of general education
program. I think it might be valuable to know the viewpoint of someone
who has been trying to educate himself generally throughout a lifetime.
The interdisciplinary courses which many schools now have seem to me
to be a great improvement over the general education program which
prevailed in my undergraduate days, which was the still quite prevalent one
of a certain number of credit hours in the various academic divisions. My
feeling is, however, that one more last step needs to be taken in general
education, and that step is from the several interdisciplinary courses to one
transdisciplinary course that will integrate all knowledge which is thought
of as general education.
Interdisciplinary divisional courses have already apprehended that the
universe to which general education is trying to orient the student is not
divided into academic departments. It seems to me only an extension of this
logic to realize that for the general education student the universe is also not
divided into academic divisions.
If people are to get the most accurate picture of the universe they can
get , I believe they must be helped to see it as whole as possible. I therefore
feel that what would be of most value to the general education learner
would be the most general General Education course that could be devised.
Since its objective would be to orient students to the perceived universe, I
think a good title for it would be Orientation to the Universe.
Orientation to the Universe should begin with a brief study of the
human equipment for perceiving the universe. It should then go to the
outer limits of the perceived universe, whence it should gradually come in to
focus on the earth and the concerns of its inhabitants. Since it would not be
necessary to keep within the confines of any arbitrary divisions of
knowledge , the various aspects of knowledge could be taken up as they
become appropriate to a holistic survey. For example , when in the very
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beginning the creation of the universe is considered, the scientific outlook,
the religious outlook, and the psychological relationships of both could be
studied together.
Especially in regard to the study of human beings would a totally integrated course be valuable. It appears that nothing in the universe can be
accurately perceived except in its relationship to something else, and of all
the things we know about in the universe this must surely be most true of the
human species. We cannot get a sensible or valid picture of humans by
trying to understand them separately as biological creatures, as social
creatures, or as artistic creatures. Yet this is exactly the kind of warped
picture of humans students get when they are exposed to interdisciplinary
natural science, interdisciplinary social science, or interdisciplinary
humanities courses. The kind of picture they get from departmental courses
is certainly exponentially more fragmented. The fact is that humans are
biosocioart creatures, and no aspect of them can make sense, or even exist,
without the others. This can only be shown, however, in a course which is
determined to make as much sense as pos.sible of the often conflicting and
incomplete findings of specialists.
Such a totally integrated course as I am proposing could also be used for
another thing I think would be valuable for all students, and that is an
introduction to various vocations. Some students think they know what they
want to work at, but an increasing number do not know. I believe it would
be good for students to know something about other pos.sible careers before
they have committed many hours to studying for a certain career. As
Oirenlation to the Universe examines the various areas of knowledge it
could show what people do in the major scientific and technical specialties.
While the main objective of Orientation to the Universe should be to
give students the "big picture" of their world in an engaging manner as free
as possible of specialist jargon, it could also help students see how their life's
work can fit in to the " big picture." Since the thrust of the course would be
to help students "get their heads together" about themselves and the rest of
the world , certainly the counseling and advisement staffs would need to be
continuously involved, also. At the end of the course, after having been
exposed to many kinds of knowledge and to many careers, students could
make an informed judgment upon the choice of a career, and they could
investigate in depth the career they would by that time have decided upon.
Obviously Orientation to the Universe would include all present
divisional general education requirements. But what of that other constant
companion of general education, Freshman English?
I can see at least one big advantage to integrating Freshman English
into Orientation to the Universe. Although a conscious effort may be made
to amoid it, Freshman English students usually end up working a great deal
with English literature. This is fine for that minority which is especially
interested in English literature , but I think it would be more satisfying to
most students to deal in their language learning with a variety of subjects, a
few of which arc almost certain to interest them and to be directly valuable
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to them in the future. Integrating Freshman English into Orientation to the
Um.verse would replace the separate set of exercises in present Freshman
English with a set which would have double value as both language training
and learning of other disciplines. Such integration would , therefore, I
believe , result in more satisfying , effective and efficient learning than at
present.
I do not know the methods by which such a course as I have proposed
can be taught , but I do feel intensely that the course could be the most
valuable kind of general education . This feeling comes as a result of a
number of years of trying to get the universe into my head through the use
of all the educational media. Regularly the presentations which have
helped me most to understand the world I live in have been those which
knew no restrictions of discipline in trying to show a whole picture. And the
emotions these presentations have brought are those of wonder and ex citement instead of confusion, constraint and frustration .
I am aware of the great difficulties in the way of a course such as I have
proposed. However, because a thing is difficult is no reason for vigorous
people to turn away from it if it is thought to be valuable .
Frankly, I believe that the ideal general education instruction would
involve all the educational media in the correct "Mix." Audiovisual
techniques , discussion, reading and lecture need to be put together with
just the right pace and timing to keep interest high . If it is to continue to be
viable the academic world must not lag behind other educational media in
developing broad concepts of general education. I have already seen
remarkable BBC educational television programs which have in embryonic
form the idea of Orientation to the um·verse.
Whatever teaching techniques might be decided upon , however , the
information must start in an integrated form and must be kept integrated.
There are constant fantastic pressures in the educational world to frac tionate knowledge instead of to integrate it, because at present virtually our
entire educational system is geared to severe specialization. It cannot be
stressed too much that what I have in mind is not a series of first several
weeks of elementary courses of departmental subjects .
if Orientation to the um·verse seems , as its title would certainly imply,
too " philosophic ," it is important to remember that all people have some
philosophy of life upon which they operate . All people need guidelines to
orient themselves to the world. If knowledge is worth anything, then it will
be better for learners to get the most accurate picture of the world they can.
Our age of educational specialization too often presents learners with
overly detailed, unbalanced and skewed pieces of information and gives
them little help in trying to fit these often conflicting pieces together into a
meaningful whole. The first year or two of college is the last free block of
time most people will have to learn something outside of their own careers.
For this reason and others I recommend that Orientation to the Universe be
given in the first three semesters of college .
Many of the world's problems , and especially the problems of young
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adu lcs , have to do with alienation and disorientation. I believe that a course
su ch as I have proposed could to a maximum extent help people to deal
with these problems.
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Is the Lifeboat Leaking?*
By JoHN H!cKS
After hearing J ack Bevan and Harvey Overton, each in his own persuasive way, tell you about his dream and devotion to General Education,
you are probably ready to say "Amen!" and to wonder what there is for me
to add. I too say Amen. But I might ask a few questions, questions that go
back to the topic with which this panel was endowed by its founding fathers:
General Education - Threat or Opportunityfor the Student.
Now , everybody in co llege teaching and admissions knows that students
presently entering universities and colleges (regardles.s of potential IQ
levels) are more and more poorly competent in reading, in writing , in
thinking. Stanford's admis.sion clirector has recently been advertising this
fact , gleaned from the Scholastic Aptitude Tests. Fewer students are in the
top deciles than seven years ago.
" .. . In general, students coming to ... any college ... do not know
how to write very well. " "What students read outside of class and apart from
clas.s assignments does not seem to be terribly impressive . Criticism of
students' writing ability comes from college faculties everywhere: admissions officers readily concur . . " "This is the generation of students
affected most by media revolution .. . 'viewing and listening' as contrasted
with 'reading' types."
Some of us who have taught long enough to have antedated the
prevalence of TV (or to have evaded it) recognize the "grasshopper" mind
inculcated by TV - nothing very long; attention span short; entertainment,
preferably laughs , with every unit of information.
• Our Spring Issue included the prepared remarks made by J o hn Beva n and Harvey
Overton at our co-sponsored section at the AAHE nation a l conference held last March .
Had time permitted, John Hi cks was to have responded then, at the section meeting .
Time expired, however , and it has taken us until this issue to include what Dr. Hicks
would have said in response to his colleagues. We apologi ze for the delay .
Th e Editor .
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All of this having been granted, what answer have we general
educationists to the consequent questions - questions that constitute a kind
of Catch 75 for the liberal generalist in a self-demand educational system.
What liberalizing educational course or curriculum is good for a
student? Will the student see the opportunity inherent in a course if it
assumes a degree of comprehension he hasn't yet been educated to? Will it
do him good if he can't or won't grasp it now?
Can colleges start all over at the existent level, give elementary training,
and yet arrive at language mastery and disciplined thinking and esthetic
sensitivity? Can we ask a chronologically mature matriculant to defer
graduation until still later? Or are the lost quite lost?
If, then, a student is free to elect, with few institutional requirements or
restraints, won't he choose what is patently entertaining and not very
demanding? Or if a student is free to elect, yet inclines to something
valuable, won't he choose what has apparent value to him now, and
therefore something of present utility, not of long-range humane enrichment? How should he envisage such?
At a time when the mastery of verbal arts and intellectual arts seems to
be weakening, we hear humanists boast that the young people are turning
to the fine or non-verbal arts. Of recent years, arts schools and departments
have been favored. Are the arts popular for their peculiar power and insight? Or because they seem to offer an academically respectable evasion of
the rational needs and powers of mankind? The arts are demanding, both
in creating and in experiencing, if the arts and the meeting with them are
intense and meaningful. But arts can be taught and received in trivial and
anti-intellectual ways, as superficial sensory or emotional pleasures. The
popularity of the arts among undergraduates need not overwhelmingly
impress us as the resurgence of popular yearning for spiritual and intellectual renewal.
For the faculty , there are equally self-serving questions: What course of
study will rate well in the elections and student polls, and therefore count
most strongly in that kind of student favor which produces student-hour
productivity. and therefore administrative favor?
By what process are we generating administrators comparable to Jack
Bevan, who understand the nurture and cherishing and promoting of
specialists with a passion for interdisciplinary exploration such as he so
persuasively called for?
In short , many matriculants in college and university do not belong
there; or else we must admit that the idea of education of a strenuous and
mature kind is no longer good for any citizens in a democracy. That
everybody should receive an education suitable to his intellectual and
spiritual potential and his will to learn seems to be decent. That everybody
should receive the highest education conceivable can only require that the
highest education conceivable be, of necessity, reduced to what the common matriculant can master. When the college-age population started
burgeoning perhaps two decades ago, the United States undertook to build
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enough collegiate institutions for everybody but the patently imbecile, and
to make their offering fit the quality of the great democratic average of
their abilities. I doubt that this is the general of general education that we
wish to espouse.
Harvey Overton rightly focused upon the retreat of higher education
from the demand made during the academic turmoils of the 60's, a retreat
back to the imposition in the 70's of the status quo ante. But the protests
were right in principle - to break through the petrification that keeps a new
meaningfulness from emerging; to crack away the established empires and
entrenched fiefdoms so that intellect and reality may continue the human
task of growth and truth and reality.
Throughout the land in the 60's we heard news of student upheavals and
student protest movements: against regimentation, against meaninglessness
and non-entity; against the irrelevance of their collegiate programs. At
professional meetings it was commonplace to hear: "Have your students
been protesting? Have you had a student revolt on your campus? How in the
world do you forestall them?"
Much of this rebellion was serious, however much immaturity and
negativism it might enlist. Students held real resentment against real
academic weaknesses. Revolt enfolded a plea for humanity in their
education, and for attention to the quality of teaching they received; they
wanted what they are taught to be relevant within itself, one part with
another in some meaningful pattern of integration. They wanted to
associate with master scholar-teachers who are humanly inspiriting.
Somewhere here was the plea by the neophytes in intellectual life against
the rejection they widely suffer from the academic community, a rejection
by entrenched scholarship which has no time or temper to bother with
mastering the art and extend the self-devotion that teaching deserves - if
teaching were a collegiate profession.
The 70's are showing the logical consequence. John Bevan asks: "Could
it be that our colleges and universities are entrenched in a program compatible only with the fleeting industrial age , a program which has overstressed microscopic specialization and competence at the expense of
humanistic excellence and the skills of being human ... ?" Harvey Overton
answers: "The major focus of university concerns in the seventies appears to
be on neutralizing undergraduate education as a value-free academic
process and on expanding institutional contributions to career education. "
The answer is a solid yes. All I see happening to those general education
programs in the creation of which I have had a hand, or those I know much
about, leads me to surprise if they have escaped being resubmerged under
vocationa I pressures - industrial or departmental.
Many faculties have given up the belief that they can validly create an
adequate curriculum for young men and women today. Institutions have
largely surrendered the authority to impose any specific educational process
or prescription on young citizens , except in those areas where stringent
specialization has given credence to fixed sequences and requirements. Why
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has learning and maturity not bestowed on the faculty any sense of greater
wisdom as to what constitutes a human curriculum? Or of what can be
conducive to increase of the spirit and the imagination needed by fully
reasonable humanity? Obviously we are evading the diligent search of
learned people for the humane interrelationships that Jack Bevan talked
about.
1 want to believe with Harvey Overton that we might enlarge the
significant liberality of liberal education by enhanced use of unemployed
Ph.D.'s. Yet I know that only a fortunate accident leaves a specialized
Ph.D. liberal and humane and deeply committed to the kind of teaching
that moves across borders to integrate and reconcile man's diverse needs, as
Jack Bevan so persuasively envisages. On average, most Ph.D. projects are
too trivial or narrow or esoteric to give the holder a claim on our faith in his
sa\'ing power for student or society, or his aptness to broaden the horizons of
wisdom by talk with fellow Ph.D.'s in a language of vision. Now - if we
could just transform the Ph.D. process ...
Well, when Ph.D.'s are always humane and engaging, and when
students come to college prepared for imaginative and intellectual adventure and are shown that education is an adventure - then we will know
what kind of education offers real opportunity, not a threat, to real
students.
But who will protect the generalist in the academic jungle presently
ruled over by empire-controlling interest? Who will protect the specialist
after he breaks the rule of his order to spend time in general dialogue and
teaching. when he might be preparing to print one more article of a
recondite nature? What happens to these people when they face evaluation
for promotion. tenure, salary? I have seen too much ofmy answer, and so
probably have you. Do you think bright students, watching the fates of
teachers , don't read for themselves whether general education is threat or
opportunity to the faculty and why not, consequently, to themselves?
I know I have been asking unpleasant questions, because there are
unpleasant answers. Yet. in defiance of fact, I have always been, and I
remain. a crusader - probably a Don Quixote. I warm instantly to Harvey
Overton when he says: "If we are beyond freedom and dignity, then we are
beyond any possibility of liberal education in traditional terms, for freedom
and dig,1ity are finally what liberal learning has been all about."
And I warm instantly to Jack Bevan's vision of the interdisciplinary
enterprise: "We must commit ourselves anew to stressing the importance of
programs designed to prepare students to cope with the problems which the
world in its chaotic semblance belches up and spews out . . . It is more
important to help (students) learn how to deal with the vital questions ...
truth. self-discovery, and self-actualization . . . a set of tenets pivotal to
coping with life circumstances ... the role of imagination, fantasy, and will
in the transformation of persons and society."
:'\lodern society is divisive. It imposes upon one person many roles which
threaten his self and fracture his integrity. If one has no firm center , no self
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of assured and unified humane values, how shall he resist dispersion? One
must know that he means something, as a whole and integrated being,
possessed of a relationship with human values -experienced, weighted. selfaccepted. One must mean something to himself, a self that he can accept in
spite of a world of disruption and confusion.
For good or evil, man has his intelligence, his power of symbolical envisagement, which puts on him a burden that purely alert,
realistic creatures do not bear - the burden of understanding. He
lives not only in a place, but in Space; not only at a time, but in
History. So he must conceive a world and a law of the world, a
pattern of life, and a way of meeting death. All these things he
knows, and he has to make some adaptation to their reality.
Now he can adapt himself somehow to anything his imagination
can cope with; but he cannot deal with Chaos. Because his
characteristic function and highest asset is conception, his greatest
fright is to meet what he cannot construe the "uncanny," as it is
popularly called. It need not be a new object ... under mental stress
even perfectly familiar things may become suddenly disorganized,
and give us the horrors. Therefore our most important assets are
always the symbols of our general orientation in nature, on the
earth, in society, and in what we are doing: the symbols of our
Weltanschauung and Lebensanschauung ...
There are relatively few people today who are born to an environment which gives them spiritual support. Only persons of some
imagination and effective intelligence can picture such an environment and deliberately seek it. They are the few who feel drawn
to some realm of reality that contains their ultimate life-symbols and
dictates activities which may acquire ritual value .... *
Meaning is not something given to us by life as though we should be
betrayed to find that our lives have had no meaning! Meaning is what
human beings create by conceiving of the potential of life in creative ways,
making structures of facts or events or commitments which symbolize and
embody a peculiarly human element meaningfulness. Because we human
beings have been so similar in neural-electrical-organizational structures,
we can exchange symbols which embody the significances which many
human beings find a need for. This is our process of making human beings
of this particular animal species, ourselves. When we refuse to make
meaningful symbols, meaningful new structures of the facts and events of
living, we very rightly find that life rewards us with no meaning blah!
Instead of intensive study, self-discipline, contemplation, imaginative
exercise, we see today a rage for easy certainties - not a rage for reason, nor
* Suzanne Langer, Philosophy in a New Key, 3rd ed, Harvard. 1957, Ch. 10.
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for intellectucal endeavor , nor for painstaking artistic pursuit -but for
instant certainty; instant achievement in the arts without discipline, and
inner search; simplistic religious dogma; astrological guidance; Jesus freaks;
foreign gurus with one item of assertive positiveness (preferably also with
panache); pseudo-psychological hucksters by the dozen; and faith that the
latest health food or delusionary drug is an open gate to salvation.
We are facing a cultural disruption, a chaos resultant upon a new world
and a new reality imposed upon us by such poet-thinkers as Einstein or
Freud or Darwin or Malinofsky , or Pirandello or Picasso, but not yet
digested and integrated.
Turning back is sinply not possible. R.lality has shifted while we contemplated it. We are at the point where old facts - as believed - and old
myths - long believed - give way to chaos, unless we can find imaginative
new symbols by which to embrace as-yet-unintellectualized truths that can
integrate the masses of new insights forced upon us. We are at an interface
between the permanent nature and need of man, and his awareness that he
is embarked, wish it or not , into a whole new world of outer space and inframatter and extra-rational self, into which his intellect and his curiosity have
immersed him unawares. Time-worn disciplines are inadequate equipment
for thinking and imagining this world into spiritual order out of chaos. If a
general education can even begin to equip one to live into this new
orientation without falling into madness , it will be valid enough to serve
modern man for the interim.
A season of barbarism may be inevitable to such a cultural transition.
Yet the pains might be alleviated by painstaking forethought.
Higher education, to avoid being trivial , can set its curricula and its
models for the future by humane needs ; or it can maintain its drift toward
further disjunction, and further carelessness about the human spirit of our
thousands of undergraduates - and toward further chaos.
Whether the average present undergraduate will see this general
education as threat or opportunity seems of meager significance beside the
urgency that paths through chaos be defined , that higher education be not
a mere handmaiden of chaos, and that some undergraduates are offered a
chance to see the excitement and value in maintaining humanity rather
than barbarism among the realities of a world still forming. General
education still demands this kind of elitism .
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